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When a good lord of the pokemon world goes bad, things get intense. Another lord, who awakens from
an uncalled sleep 10 thousand years later, must go after the evil spirit.
+CROSSES OVER WITH "Enter the Game"+
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1 - Life As It Is

DISCLAIMER: I do not own Pokemon. If I did, I would be making this into an actual motion
picture…which I’m not….the end. I do however own this piece of fiction. Enjoy.
By the way, this- at some point- crosses over with Enter the Game, which I will later rename and
redo.
Chapter One
Life As It Is

Long ago, on an earth infested with volcanic eruptions and oceanic tsunamis, there lived
seven supernatural beings. Each held a crystal that contained the power of a different element.
They were considered the ‘spirits’ of the world.
One held the power of electrical energy, while another controlled combustion. One held
the authority of the oceans, as another ruled the meadow. Another controlled the ground, and
the last controlled the skies.
They all controlled two factors however, light and dark.

The earth beneath their heavenly throne contained non-stop weather disasters, as we
would call them today. The spirits were rather pleased with their world. However, unchanged
things occurred over and over again, boring the almighty spirits. Then the spirit of the skies came
up with a proposal that the others couldn’t possibly ignore. The god held a meeting for all of the
other spirits, to announce his idea.
“Welcome. I have brought you all here today to discuss my ideas that may end our
world-weariness and commence a new earth!” he began. “I believe that if we summon life other
than our own on our world, we will be much more entertained.”
The room was silent in deep thought.
“What sort of ‘new life’?” questioned the spirit of flame.
He answered “I mean organisms that can hold the power of one or two elements at
once. We could share our powers with other organisms.”
The lord of electricity gave a questioning look. “Share? What would be the use of
sharing our powers?”
The discussion went on for hours, in fact, days. After two weeks of debating, they all
came to the conclusion of doing as the skies’ lord suggested. He was very excited.
“Thank you, every body. I promise this will work out.”

They began designing creatures with powers of the wind, equipped with wings. There
were creatures with electric power, and sometimes ground supremacy. There were little water
rabbits with spots for decoration. The creatures ranged from tiny birds and moles to gigantic
rock serpents and whales.
But before they could dare put these creatures on the elemental Earth, they had to
create different environments for every being. They made calm waters, calmer winds, less lava,
smoother-feeling plains. The lords made it so that if the individuals had to shift an element to get
out of harm’s way, they could do so.



They created a food chain for each species of these creatures. Some would feed on
vegetation, as others would eat their own kind.
The wind spirit later proposed that there be creatures known as Humans on their Earth.
He explained that maybe they could tame the pocket monsters, as the lords called them, into
being calm but strong mortals. He also said that each species should have there own language,
so that the pocket monsters could communicate within their own group of beings without being
heard in on.
The spirits were pleased with the spirit of the wind’s great knowledge and philosophies,
they took his request and gave him a new name.
That name was Methez, God of the Jewels.
Please send your Reviews, criticisms, etc. to me at iamshugo@gmail.com . Thank you, and look
forward to a new chapter very soon!
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